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Imagine a dim, stuffy room. The windows are closed and the air reeks of an
overwhelming stench of sweat. On the floor lies a pile of dirty clothes that have been
sitting on the same spot for days. Accompanying it are opened bags of chips, empty
cola cans and what looks like a half-eaten sandwich. At the other side of the room, a
tired teenager stares at the computer screen. He hasn't left the house in days and he
has no intention of doing so - until he completes the new StarCraft.
Grim as this all might sound, these images are increasingly familiar in the era of
Farmville, Warcraft, Angry Birds and Bejeweled – 'sticky' interactive applications that
have, in almost stealth-like ways, caused many of us to betray the best of our
sensibilities. People have been known to trade errands, dates, anniversaries and even
ruin relationships, in exchange for just a chance to advance to that ever-elusive next
'level'. And so, according to Gabe Zichermann and Joselin Linder, authors of "Game-
based Marketing: Inspire Customer Loyalty through Rewards, Challenges and
Contests", it is not incidental that games have been associated with pornography –
"hardcore" versus "softcore" gaming. Zichermann, who has clocked more than 12 years in the gaming industry, is
presently CEO of beamME, a mobile solutions company. Linder is a writer, filmmaker and entrepreneur.
The ability of games to beguile and transform humans into obsessed nuts should catch the attention of every
marketing opportunist, brought up on a diet of jargons, such as 'engagement', 'retention' and 'entrenchment'.
Zichermann and Linder wrote: "While the majority of people would never use the word 'hardcore' to describe their
own play habits, a quick look at the world around us confirms something we all know, refer to, and engage in without
even the slightest conscious awareness: Almost everything seems to offer an opportunity to play. Put another way,
all the world's a game, and savvy marketers can – and do – leverage this fact to create lasting engagement and
positive brand connections with consumers."
More fun, less logic, more profits
An appreciation of game-like rules and behaviours can reap benefits for both businesses and consumers. Businesses
desire longer-term relationships with customers – loyalty – to protect revenue streams, raise barriers of entry and
fuel long-term growth. Customers, on the other hand, have no real need to pledge their loyalty unless they derive
unique benefits from the relationship. This is where an appreciation of game-based marketing might come in handy.
"Games can cut through the clutter of a crowded brand marketplace and socially networked environment to attract,
retain, and monetise consumers like no other," the authors argued. To prove their point, they cited the example of
familiar loyalty and rebate programmes, where customers collect points or tokens in exchange for freebies or
privileges. An example provided was the Sperry and Hutchinson Company's (S&H) 'Green Stamps' rewards programme
that ran from the 1930s to 1980s. Hugely popular, the 'game' mechanics was simply that customers would receive
stamps if they shopped at selected grocers, retail outlets and gas stations. The stamps could then be redeemed for
products off the S&H catalogue. 
By the 1990s, the 'Green Stamps' programme lost much of its footing as other players started introducing "more
enmeshed and holistic funware". Airlines' Frequent Flyer Programmes upped the ante, as they encouraged people to
earn 'miles' at various outlets, via credit cards, supermarkets, restaurants, theatres, hotels and so on – on top of
simply flying with the airline. Extensive consumer touch points aside, Frequent Flyer Programmes also appealed to
participants' egos. After all, 'miles' are not merely about the redemption of travel tickets. They also come with
'priority queues', plush transit lounges, red carpets at check-in, VIP baggage check, airport concierges, and so on.
In fact, these programmes have become so engaging that people would go out of their way, defying rationality, to
chalk up 'miles'. The authors wrote: "They routinely cause players engaged in the game to make decisions that are
counterintuitive to their well-being – and chequebook – in order to 'level up'. For example, flyers will choose
inconvenient or more expensive flights simply to earn points or levels with a particular carrier, even when the direct
option was cheaper or more convenient. Some players even opt to take flights entirely for the purpose of earning
points or miles." More amusing is the fact that most people would leave their miles untouched and unredeemed.
Zichermann and Linder found, for example, that in 2007, close to 10 trillion miles were left sitting on people's
frequent flyer accounts.
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Behind every unredeemed 'mile' is a piece of profit earned for the company. And even though customers may claim
their 'miles' later on, which will then create, in the financial statement, a 'liability', the authors point out that most of
the prizes, rewards and freebies are never really collected. Also, points and miles do expire, in most cases. They
remarked: "Did you know that it would take over 23 years at normal redemption rates to reduce that to zero –
assuming that consumers didn't earn a single additional mile?" So game-based mechanics, combined with clever
marketing, can, indeed, drive logic-defying behaviour.
In every job that must be done, there is an element of fun
Much of the book is centred on the idea of "Funware", a term coined by Zichermann which captures the belief that
people like to win, have fun at it – and through that, marketers can drive consumer behaviours in "predictable, overt
and focused" ways. It is the "application of game mechanics to everyday situations", regardless of whether or not
we recognise those situations as 'games' – in the traditional sense of the word.
Funware can be found, for instance, even in the ordering of a cup of coffee, the authors said. Take Starbucks;
there are rules and structures by which customers follow to get their drinks: Enter, queue, order, pay, wait, and
receive. When customers follow the order, step by step, they may advance and move forward. If they perform well
(e.g. warm smiles, generous tips), they may leave the store with a 'reward' – like extra whipped cream, free flavour
shots, or a greeting from the barista. If someone shows herself to be able to break out of the sequence, however,
by receiving her drink immediately and then proceeding to pay, she (in game terminology) 'levels up' because she has
"figured something out that may not be obvious to everyone else" – and in so doing, she outplays the rest.
"Most people have seen it but don't make the connection between game-play and their fellow customer's
accomplishment… Even though a game has never been explicitly laid out for them, they have nonetheless organised
themselves – willingly or otherwise – into a gamelike structure," Zichermann and Linder explained. Developed
consciously or subconsciously, such structures often share similar components. First, there are status and levels to
segment and divide the process, so that each achievement is attainable and within the grasp of each customer.
Second, there are points to track and motivate progress. Third, there is a structure – either articulated or
ambiguous – that guides the process. And fourth, marketers have to stroke egos through demonstration – reward
good players in ways that are visible and will allow them to flaunt their victory.
The authors also discussed the idea of 'leaderboards' to empower the players of the game to keep their own and
other people's tallies. It also allows for comparisons with friends, family members, colleagues, schoolmates and other
acquaintances – which goes to make the game competitive, social and fun. After all, the value that people derive
from participating or playing is largely psychological: "What prompts people to enter a sweepstakes is rarely the
promise of that shiny new car but rather the overarching enthusiasm for the experience of playing the game itself.
Status, success, and even sociability are key drivers of game-like behaviour in individuals." 
Virtually rewarding
Just as Frequent Flyer Programmes entice consumers with the grand hope – that if they accumulate enough points,
they will eventually enjoy real-world rewards – some marketers have also cleverly devised low-cost virtual-world
rewards that hold real meaning for customers. Examples include an exclusive sneak peek at a new product, virtual
tokens to 'unlock' a webpage, queue-jumps at the store, unique desktop wallpapers, and so on. More ingenious are
those virtual rewards that consumers desire so badly that they are willing to trade in their real-world money. World
of Warcraft and Second Life, for instance, have people buying virtual goods with actual cash.
"People will apply value to virtual goods if the game they are playing is meaningful enough to them," the authors
wrote, adding that this is why marketers need to pay greater attention to creating good Funware experiences.
Marketing and promotion costs can be channelled more efficiently, but better yet, virtual properties can give
marketers a leg up over competitors – because 'fun' cannot easily be replicated. The authors cautioned, however,
that 'fun' can wear off: "While games and game mechanics offer better long-term user retention rates than any
other form of engagement, anyone can lose interest after playing something for five to seven years. Just ask married
couples!"
Written with a sense of humour, a mix of anecdotes and real-life (as well as virtual-life) examples, the 220-page
Game-based Marketing makes for a quick and relaxing read. There are summaries and bullet points at the end of
each chapter to aid recall, and some of the concepts presented will likely inspire marketers who are looking to
develop an edge. But while it was great that old world and new world ideas were covered, from 'Green Stamps' to
Facebook, examples are ever so often repeated, making parts of the book a tad repetitive.
Much of Game-based Marketing also hinges on the reader's appreciation of Zichermann's 'Funware' – a term used
quite regularly throughout the book. Consumer behaviour and psychology are discussed, albeit simplistically. While
most of the concepts presented are relevant and thought-provoking, it might have been more interesting, perhaps,
if the authors could have included some ideas and deductions that relate directly to the virtual economies that run
across mobile devices. With an estimated 4.6 billion mobile devices in use around the world today, this is an area
that marketers should be interested in. Mobile devices of late, have, after all, been referred to as 'game-changing'
revolutionaries.
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